
The Canada 150 Mural Project

To create the ultimate time capsule - visual storyboard of Canada and celebrate the 150th anniversary of Canada by 
uniting the 13 provinces and territories together through thousands of Canadian participants into one uni�ed 
collaborative mural mosaic. The Town of Gananoque is proud to be one of the participating communities. We will be 
creating a mural that symbolizes our community which will be made up of 400 individual tiles.

Step one – We would like to hear your design ideas. What image would best represent Gananoque and the 
Thousand Islands?  Must be simple and distinct

Here's how it works...

Step 1 - The working Design
Each community will represent itself with a train section for example the community of Vegreville chose a train car with
a Ukrainian dancer and their  sports team mascot wrangler.
 

Step 2 - Community workshop

We will invite you to come and participate and paint in workshops facilitated by our Canada 150 Mosaic team.  
The workshops will be taking place in the 2nd or 3rd week in February which will included working with all schools 
and open public workshops in the evenings.  With panels, brushes and paint, participants will be encouraged to leave 
their mark by creating a painting that represents their community from their own creative perspective. Every painting 
will be a story and will become a piece of a much bigger story.

Step 3 - Completed panels = Completed Mosaic
The completed paintings by participants of all ages, and all skill levels,will be assembled into a large mural grid 
magically transforming the paintings into a uni�ed mosaic that will create our chosen design.  Upon its conclural will 
be permanently assembled and protected so it will stand as a legacy piece for decades to come and will be one 
piece of the Canada 150 Mosaic

As each community painting is completed mural it will become part of the Canada 150 National Mosaic Mural
virtually connect to other community murals resulting in a massive coast to coast uni�ied mosaic.


